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Izzabella Irwin

Education
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izzabella.irwin@gmail.com
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Carolyn Pavlik, Jeremy Blair
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Personal Artistic Statement
Waiting for the train in Chicago, the people around me walk by aimlessly or bustle
hurriedly by. I hear the whooshing and shaking of the giant machine that is rushing towards the
station through the underground tubes it travels through. I close my eyes and allow my body to
react to the sound of rails rattling, the sensation of the wind gushing onto the platform and
chatter of the bystanders waiting for the red line towards Howard street.
Movement is deeply rooted in a human’s brain. Through years of evolution, living beings
have adapted to react to light, sound, and movement. Creating movement that stirs deep guttural
feelings from a place beyond thought is my goal. To achieve this reaction as a choreographer, I
derive my movements from body language and gestures of the everyday person and abstract
them. My choreographic inspirations are broad, coming from natural reactions that my body has
e.g. to the train in Chicago, or sitting by a lake, etc. I also observe peoples’ subconscious habits
and include them in my choreography. My work generally would fall under the genre of
contemporary dance.
The dancers that I choose to work with are nearly as important as the choreography I
create. I work with dancers who are able to put themselves in the world that I am creating, and
allow for vulnerability to the audience and each other. I often use athletic partnering and weight
sharing within my choreography. I also work collaboratively with my dancers, often giving them
movement and allowing them to manipulate it within certain prompts or boundaries I give.
A major aspect of my choreography is its musicality. I examine the close relationship
between movement and the sound that accompanies it in the natural world and allow that to
bleed into my work. I do this by reacting to sound as well as personifying specific qualities of
sounds. As a dancer, but also a visual artist, and musician, I draw inspiration from all creative
media and work with other artists as much as possible and I work with and collaborate with live
musicians as often as possible.
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Come and Go
“What are your three favorite months?” she asked me. I knew what they were almost
immediately, but I wanted to explain why eloquently. I said, “Late July, because that is when
summer peaks. It is the warmest it has been, but the heat hasn’t expired yet. October, because
you get to see the beauty of death – crunching leaves, the sound of stepping on the skeletons of
the summer. And May because at this point there is no turning back from winter, there are
puddles in the fields, there is flowing water in the streets and the flowers are blooming. It’s a
rebirth from the hibernation we have all been in.”
My Senior Capstone Project and Lee Honors College Thesis will be a small concert
produced by me, presenting my recent choreographic ventures. There will be three short sections,
a quartet, trio and duet each examining how human relationships can reflect nature, and how they
change depending on the season. I have chosen cast members based not only on their skill as
dancers, but also their expertise in choreographic collaboration and performance quality. I have
chosen lighting design and costumes that help create the “worlds” that my dances live in which
in this case, are late July, October and May.
The first section will be a quartet, Conversations in the Kitchen, which personifies a
moment at the apex of summer. I am exploring the feeling of having a euphoric moment, but
simultaneously knowing that it will be over soon. The second section, Skeletons of the Summer,
is a trio that attempts to capture when nature and relationships begin to die and the leaves flash
vibrant colors in defiant beauty. In this piece I also want to express the grace of degradation and
the shift into the internal. The final section, Petrichor, is a duet in which there is a realization
that there is no turning back from winter. This dance celebrates rebirth and coming out of
hibernation.
I will do all of the publicity for the concert including designing posters and creating an
online event. I will also create the program, making sure that these all have continuity in design.
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I also arranged for a videographer film the concert. This concert will be a collaboration concert
on April 2nd at 6 pm with two fellow Dance Senior Capstone members.
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Reflection
I began this process with an entirely different idea in mind. I wanted to create a quazidocumentary about the state of “flow” that artists go into while they are creating. I wanted to
explain what occurs biochemically in the body as the phenomenon of “flow” is happening, and
indicate future implications for dance therapy from this state. It is something that still has a lot of
interest to me, but I gave up the idea because I realized that I could do this research at any point
in my future. What I will never have access to again, however, is a free space to rehearse,
perform and free dancers. I am one to try and take advantage of every opportunity presented to
me, so with a month or so to finalize my Senior Capstone, I completely changed my project to a
choreographic venture.
During my time at Western, I have not extensively explored choreography. This was due
more to consequence rather than intention. Being a B.A. student, my requirement was only to
advance to Choreography for a New Millennium. My lack of knowledge of group choreography
left me with a lack of confidence to attempt adjudicating a piece for Orchesis, so choreography
was a path I seemingly bypassed. When I began this semester, I had a few different ideas for
projects I was interested in pursuing. I was planning on making a dance for camera work with
Sinclair Davis and Lauren Donahue, a noon dance piece with Marisa Bianan and a final project
for my choreography class. I had worked collaboratively with choreographers before, shrewdly
observing some truly brilliant choreographers at work, so although I had never created group
choreography before, when I started, there were moments of creation that were somewhat
intuitive.
The inception of this project began with the question, “What are your three favorite
months?” I knew almost immediately that the months were late July, October and May. It
seemed so natural to say, but I wanted to understand what it was about each of those months that
drew me to them. I read things that I had written during those times, and I slowly began to see
how my interactions and relationships with myself and the people around me change in
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conjunction with the changing seasons. The music I chose was to put the audience inside the
mind of the dancer as a human. They were all songs by the same artist but each reflected the
mood that the season was emulating. I knew that choosing music with words and consistent
structure was risky and might impede my dances from sending their own individual message
rather than that of the words of the song. It was a risk I chose to accept because my vision was
for the dancers to be as relatable as possible. This idea of relatability also prompted me to put the
dancers in pedestrian clothing so that they were humans in those seasons rather than ethereal
personifications of the season or environment. They were interacting with and reacting to the
environment.
When I first began choreographing, I created gestures that were abstracted from actions
such as playing in the grass, kicking leaves, feeling the top of water, and picking and smelling
flowers. I used these gestures throughout all the pieces, but differently depending on whether it
was something that was available for them to enjoy, or something that they were longing for.
For the first section, Conversations in the Kitchen, I was inspired by a piece of writing
that told the story of a simple moment turned grand from the way the summer light shone
through a kitchen window in late July. It was meant to depict a bittersweet moment of euphoria
with an undertone of the knowledge of its inevitable decay. Within it I used Brenna Bradley and
Sinclair Davis to represent dualities of the same person. Bradley represented the “emotional” and
Davis represented the “rational”. This was also done with Megan Rancour (danced by me) and
Taylor Timmerman, Timmerman being “emotional” and Rancour being “rational”. I wanted a
beautiful moment of release to happen between the two “emotional” dancers, only to be
contained and be brought back to reality by the “rational” dancers.
The second section, Skeletons of the Summer, sounds much more morbid than it actually
is. Meant to represent October, I wanted to express the graceful degradation of relationships and
nature. The title is a reference to the familiarity of crunching through leaves and how they
themselves are physical remains of the peak of growth, the summer. The dancers interacted
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seldom because I wanted this piece to be a visible shift from the external to the internal and the
transition into winter hibernation.
The final section, Petrichor, representing May was a celebration of rebirth and fertility
brought about by rain and water. Rain and water also symbolically represent cleansing, so I
wanted to display a rebirth of an individual’s relationship with oneself and newfound optimism
from something as simple as the scent of rain falling on the soil. Throughout the piece Marisa
Bianan was guiding and nurturing me to a final resolution of feeling content. Unfortunately the
ending of this section was not videotaped.
If I had a chance to do this all again, I would have done a lot of things very differently.
First and foremost, I would have ideally been working on this project all semester rather than the
short time in between spring break and the choreographic showcase (two and a half weeks).
Time would have done a lot to allow for me to further develop the choreography. I was satisfied
with the lighting that Raeann Burkey was able to bring to life from my ideas and with a minimal
lighting plot, but I would have loved to been able to have full lighting that could better achieve
the mood of each section. I would also be interested in seeing what would happen if I were to
make the sections fluid and continuous, and see if that could have changed the meaning of the
pieces. Most of all, I wish we would have had a backup plan for videography. The videographer
was extremely uncooperative during and after the performance, and did not end up filming the
entirety of the final section, Petrichor, and did not give me my footage until April 17th. This was
extremely disappointing to me, but I am possibly going to restage and film Petrichor again as a
dance for camera outside while the flowers are blooming.
Overall, although I would have absolutely loved to work and develop this project more, I
am happy with the way that it turned out. My dancers performed beautifully, and I am glad that I
got to experience creating group choreography as well as putting on a show. It wasn’t exactly
what I envisioned, but I am proud that I created all of it in the short amount of time that I did.
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Addendum
Solitude
I love the stillness of the wood:
I love the music of the rill:
I love to couch in pensive mood
Upon some silent hill.
Scarce heard, beneath you arching trees,
The silver-crested ripples pass;
And, like a mimic brook, the breeze
Whispers among the grass.
Here from the world I win release,
Nor scorn of men, nor footstep rude,
Break in to mar the holy peace
Of this great solitude.
Here may the silent tears I weep
Lull the vexed spirit into rest,
As infants sob themselves to sleep
Upon a mother's breast.
But when the bitter hour is gone,
And the keen throbbing pangs are still,
Oh, sweetest then to couch alone
Upon some silent hill!
To live in joys that once have been,
To put the cold world out of sight,
And deck life's drear and barren scene
With hues of rainbow-light.
For what to man the gift of breath,
If sorrow be his lot below;
If all the day that ends in death
Be dark with clouds of woe?
Shall the poor transport of an hour
Repay long years of sore distress The fragrance of a lonely flower
Make glad the wilderness?
Ye golden hours of Life's young spring,
Of innocence, of love and truth!
Bright, beyond all imagining,
Thou fairy-dream of youth!
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I'd give all wealth that years have piled,
The slow result of Life's decay,
To be once more a little child
For one bright summer-day.
-Lewis Caroll, March 16, 1853
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Conversations in the Kitchen

We were sitting in the kitchen,
talking about nothing in particular,
not touching,
but holding one another’s’ stories so softly in our hands.
We could feel the people we thought we needed to be
tugging on our sleeves,
trying to tell us that our euphoric condition
was unsustainable.
But we ignored it, and went on with our conversation
in that particular kitchen
with the light shining in through the window in that particular way,
warming the wood of the table,
illuminating every unwiped crumb
in such an inexplicably beautiful way.
-Izzabella Irwin
7/15/15
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“I Forget Where We Were” – I Forget Where We Were, Ben Howard
Oh, hey
I wasn't listening
I was watching Syria blinded by the sunshine strip
And you, you were in the kitchen
Oh, your mariner's mouth
The wounded with the wounder's whip
And that's how summer passed oh
The great dividing range of green, green grass
Oh, maybe it was peace at last, who knew
Hello love, my invincible friend
Hello love, the thistle and the burr
Hello love, for you I have so many words
But I, I forget where we were
Oh, hey
I wasn't listening
I was stung by all of us
The blind leading out the bored
And as per usual
You were skipping and laughing eyes at the bedroom door
"Don't take it so seriously, no
Only time is ours, the rest we'll just wait and see!"
Maybe you're right, babe, maybe
Oh, no, and that's how summer passed
Oh the great dividing range, the green green grass
And, oh, maybe I hold on fast to you
Hello love, my invincible friend
Hello love, the thistle and the burr
Hello love, for you I have so many words
But I, I forget where we were
I, I forget where we were
I forget where we were
I forget where we were
Oh, no, and that's how summer passed
Oh, your, great dividing range, the green green grass
Oh, maybe it was peace at last, who knew
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Skeletons of the Summer

Dreaming about Thanksgiving
and Washington with the boy that could be my best friend.
Messages get convoluted when we are separated.
Autumn leaves, flashing bright colors, warning me
Warmth frozen in the snow
Stepping on the skeletons of the summer
Crunching-the familiarity
Saying that I miss you, barely understanding what that means now.
I can barely remember what it felt like to know you and be with you,
but I know that it felt good.
I know that it felt so good to be with you.
The flowers that I watched as you sat by me, outside
The pink ones
Where the honeybees swarmed
They have all fallen off now
-Izzabella Irwin
10/26/15
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“Bones” – Every Kingdom, Ben Howard
Oh go, far from this small town bar we know
Yeah go, frolic in the lights that brought you here
So very long
And hold, hold your lips so tightly
That the shadows may go
Cause I know, I know, I know I know
You can never be alone
Cause it's just the bones you're made of
And you laugh like you've never been lonely
That's alright honey
That's alright with me
Oh you laugh like there's hope in the story
That's alright honey
That's alright with me
Oh you laugh like I'll be there to hold you always
Always here
I'm always here, always here
And go silent as death on the first day of the snow
Oh go leave these fires burning
A house of embers and coal
And cover cover all those boys that search for love
In your room
Cause lust is just a child's game
And you, oh you were always late to bloom
And you laugh like you've never been lonely
That's alright honey
That's alright with me
Oh you laugh like there's hope in the story
That's alright honey
That's alright with me
Oh you laugh like I'll be there to hold you always
Always here
Always honey, always here
And you love like you've always been lonely
That's alright honey
That's alright with me
Oh you love him with all of your body
That's alright honey
That's alright with me
Oh you love him like he'll be there for always
Always honey yeah, always near
Always honey, always near
Always honey, always near
Oh go far from this small town bar we know
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Oh go, leave me with this bird and this song
Out here in the cold
Cause it's just the bones you're made of
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"What? Who doesn't? Exactly what don't I think isn't beautiful?" A minor groundswell sounded
behind the shower curtain, as though a rather delinquent porpoise were suddenly at play. "Listen,
I don't care what you say about my race, creed, or religion, Fatty, but don't tell me I'm not
sensitive to beauty. That's my Achilles' heel, and don't you forget it. To me, everything is
beautiful. Show me a pink sunset and I'm limp, by God. Anything. 'Peter Pan.' Even before the
curtain goes up at 'Peter Pan,' I'm a goddam puddle of tears."
J.D. Salinger, Franny and Zooey
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Petrichor: The earth scent produced when rain falls on dry soil
(Greek) petra – stone, ichor – the fluid that flows in the veins of the Gods
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“I Will Be Blessed” – Every Kingdom, Ben Howard
Oh my ghost came by
Said who do you love the most
Who you wanna call before you die
Oh my ghost came by here
Said who do you love the most
Who you gonna sing to 'fore you're gone
Oh hey heaven is the place we know
Heaven is the arms that hold us
Long before we go
Oh hey, heaven is the place we know
Heaven is the arms that hold us
Long before we go
Oh my ghost came by here
Said who do you love the most
Who you gonna sing to 'fore you go
Oh hey heaven is the place we know
Heaven is the arms that hold us
Long before we go
Oh hey, heaven is the place we know
Heaven is the arms that hold us
Long before we go
Oh if you're there
When the world comes to gather me in
Oh if you're there
I will be blessed
Oh if you're there
When the world comes to gather me in
Oh if you're there
I will be blessed
Oh if you're there
When the world comes to gather me in
I hear you're there
I will be blessed
I will be blessed
Oh if you're there
When the world comes to gather me in
Oh if you're there
I will be blessed
I will be blessed
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Senior Capstone Choreographic Presentations

Join WMU dancers Irene Steinke, Michael Artrip, and Izzabella Irwin as they present their
Capstone Choreographic works on Saturday April 2. These three dances explore many diverse
concepts and ideas and showcase the skills learned throughout their years studying at one of the
foremost dance colleges in America. As aspiring choreographers, these works serve as
transitional works between college and professional choreography and are offered for your
viewing entirely FREE. Doors open at 5:45 for the 6pm informal performance in studio B on the
third floor of the Dalton Center. Seating is limited. You don't want to miss this!
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Watch the video here:
https://youtu.be/JAcTKuUqlxk

